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'Cause you're on that Gravy Train...
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Time is running out this month as Gravy Train is getting ready to
leave the station, so we’ve got one winter-warming hook up for

you this week.

Head in, purchase your favourite large gourmet burger and you’ll
score Gravy Train on us.

Gravy Train includes our golden Spud Fries coated in a rich, hot
gravy, and includes a generous sprinkle of shredded tasty cheese

and chopped parsley. Bury your face in a bit of Gravy Train this
winter.

 

*Purchase any large gourmet burger and get Gravy Train for FREE. Offer can be redeemed in-
store by showing this email on your mobile device, printed out, or via online ordering by adding
both items to your cart and entering the code CSGRAVY. One voucher code offer can be used
per person, per visit and per online order. Offer is valid until COB 30/07/2023, or while stocks

last.
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Creative, Sweet interview...
This month is Creative, Sweet month and we're taking the

opportunity to celebrate all the artistic awesomeness we're into.
Our final Creative, Sweet session was with artist, Shawnee.

Shawnee's works take us to a place we’ve never known, but feels
oh so familar. Her choice of vibrant colours and vivid imagery

allow our youthful minds to piece together our favourite
memories from a night out we never had but know so well. We sat

down with Shawnee to hear about her journey as an artist and
where she’s heading in the future. Check it out HERE. 
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Score, thanks to Creative, Sweet...
The final Creative, Sweet giveaway is from our number one,
Haser. He'll translate your answers from the entry form into a

bespoke design, unique to you, and digitally print it for you to
chuck up on your wall with pride. Want your mums name, a map
of your home town or just your initials in bad ass typography?

The options are endless...

We have TWO to give away, to enter, simply tell us what you want
on your print HERE.

Check out his art HERE.

*Entries will close and two winners will be drawn on 30/07/2023 and messaged directly. The
artwork will be A4 or A3 and will be matched as closely to requests. BurgerFuel will work with

you to get your design briefed in correctly. BurgerFuel reserve the right to end this promotion at
any time.
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If you love spice and fried chicken, you’ll drool over our
Modifried Thunderbird. With crispy buttermilk free range fried
chicken with a jalapeño and corn crumb, sliced jalapeños,

salad, relish and BurgerFuel Chipotle Aioli.
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To celebrate Creative, Sweet month, we hosted our annual
Table Talkers event at HQ. Our creative friends of the Fuel

were able to enjoy a space to network with artists from all over
the creative spectrum, all while chowing down on some

delicious burgs. Check out what went down HERE.
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We’ve got six life changing Thickshake flavours; Chocolate,
Strawberry, Banana, Caramel, Lime and the recent addition,
the Good Joe Espresso Shake. We think they're the perfect

accompaniment to your burger of choice.
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